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Abstract

Identifying the pattern support distribution (PSD) in
datasets is useful for many data mining tasks, such as mar-
ket basket analysis. The support of a pattern is the fre-
quency of its occurrence in a dataset. Calculating the dis-
tribution of these supports over an entire dataset is com-
putationally expensive; this cost can be reduced by sam-
pling from the dataset and computing the PSD on a rela-
tively small sample. However, this may miscount patterns
and cause significant changes in the distribution identified.
Based on the fact that the PSD shows a power-law relation-
ship, in this paper we investigate the influence of sampling
on the characteristics of the power-law relationship in the
pattern support distribution. We consider sampling effect
on this relationship under two assumptions: uniform dis-
tribution of pattern supports, and independent identically
distributed (i.i.d.) distributions. We experimentally evalu-
ate the influence on data from four real-world transaction
datasets.

1. Introduction

Market baskets and similar datasets are a staple feature
of data mining problems. From a set of m possible items,
each basket consists of a subset of these items denoting,
for example, the purchases of one shopper from all of the
items it is possible to buy. Analysis of these baskets is used
to find items that are frequently bought together to inform
shop layout and allow for targeted marketing, amongst other
applications [10].

One of the important characteristics of a market basket is
the pattern support distribution (PSD). The support of a pat-
tern is the frequency of its occurrence in a dataset, and the
distribution of patterns against their corresponding supports
in a transaction dataset is known as the pattern support dis-
tribution. From the view of probability theory and statistics,
the PSD is a discrete probability distribution that expresses
the probability that the support of an arbitrary pattern in

a dataset is equal to some particular value. An alternative
view is that the PSD indicates the connection between the
cohesion of a pattern in a pattern set and the size of the pat-
tern set in a dataset. The PSD is of use in many data mining
tasks, such as providing a way of determining an appropri-
ate minimum support for mining frequent patterns [4].

To identify the PSD in a dataset requires finding the cor-
responding support for every pattern in the dataset. For
large datasets, this computational cost is generally pro-
hibitive. One way to alleviate this cost is to sample from
the dataset and compute the supports of patterns based on
this sample (or set of samples). However, the results are not
as accurate as those based on the entire dataset [10, 4]. Con-
sequently, the pattern support distribution based on samples
can differ from the one based on the entire dataset.

In this paper we are interested in the influence of sam-
pling on the characteristics of the power-law relationship in
the pattern support distribution. We will compute and ana-
lyze the difference between the PSDs from a dataset and its
samples. This study can lead to methods of identifying the
PSD in a dataset based on that found in its samples.

2. Background

We begin by defining the pattern support distribution,
and then introduce related work.

2.1. Pattern support distribution (PSD)

Let I = {i1, i2, . . . , im} be a set of m distinct literals
called items. A transaction dataset comprises a set of trans-
actions D = {t1, t2, . . . , tn}, where each transaction t ∈ D
is a nonempty subset of I . The length of a transaction |t|
describes the number of items in t. Each of the possible
nonempty subsets of I is known as a pattern. The absolute
support of a pattern z in dataset D, SA(z,D), is the total
number of transactions containing z in D, while the rela-
tive support is SR(z,D) (= SA(z,D)/|D|). The pattern
support distribution in D is discrete and comprises a set of
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points (S, y) with an absolute/relative support value S and
a number y of patterns with support value S.

2.2. Sampling

Sampling has been successfully used in many applica-
tions where large datasets make computations expensive
and approximate results are acceptable. The goal of sam-
pling here is to select a sample (or set of samples) from the
original large dataset so that the pattern support distribution
in the dataset can be estimated cheaply from the sample.

Stratified sampling according to transaction length is
considered here. Transactions are randomly selected so that
the number of patterns of different lengths matches the pro-
portions in the original dataset. This is required because the
longer a transaction, the more patterns it is likely to contain.

2.3. Power-law relationships in PSDs

The discovery of power-law relationships (distributions
of the form f(x) ∝ x−α for some positive constant α, also
known as Zipf’s law or heavy tails) in empirical observa-
tions of many man-made and natural phenomena has been
incredibly popular in recent times [7, 1, 5, 6]. Their ubiq-
uity makes them of interest, but they are often favoured for
the fact that they appear as straight lines on log-log plots,
which makes them easy to identify.

Two recent papers [3, 4] used empirical studies on vari-
ous retail transaction datasets to demonstrate that power-law
relationships exist in the pattern support distributions of real
datasets. It is suggested that this is caused by self-similarity
within the pattern support distribution.

Since power-law relationships show up as straight lines
in log-log space, a PSD can be described in the form:

ln(yi) = a ln(S(i)) + b (i = 1, 2, . . . , k), (1)

where (S, y) is a point in the pattern support distribution,
and k is the maximum support value in D. The distribu-
tion is parameterized by the slope a and Y -intercept b. The
values for a and b can be roughly calculated by linear re-
gression1, as in [4].
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1More accurate methods using a maximum likelihood framework can
be derived, but for the sake of simplicity the linear regression estimator is
used here.

b =
1
k

k∑
i=1

ln(yi)−
a

k

k∑
i=1

ln(S(i)). (3)

3. The influence of sampling

The distribution of support values for the patterns in a
sample typically deviates from the underlying distribution
in the original dataset. This is sometimes known as the
support-deviation phenomenon. It can be minimized by de-
termining an appropriate sample size in order to control the
bias of the estimated support for patterns in the dataset. For
example, progressive sampling [8] aims to keep increasing
the sample size and testing the corresponding model accu-
racy until the model accuracy stops increasing notably. Sta-
tistical approaches include using the Central Limit Theo-
rem [10] and Chernoff bound [9]. Another approach [4]
used a relatively large sample size and quantized the sup-
port distribution in order to reduce the support deviation.

We focus on another problem with sampling – known as
the shape deviation phenomenon – which is that the shape
of the pattern support distribution differs between the entire
dataset and its sample. In this paper, we attempt to dis-
cover the relationship between the sample size chosen and
the shape deviation of the pattern support distribution, when
the stratified sampling with replacement is used.

3.1. Uniformly distributed item supports

In this section, the influence of sampling on pattern sup-
port distribution is analyzed based on the assumption that
the items in the targeted transaction dataset are uniformly
distributed. In other words, each transaction in the dataset
has a uniform probability of containing each item in the
dataset. Even though this assumption is apparently far from
reality – especially in a transaction dataset where the pat-
tern support distribution is a discrete distribution – the dis-
cussion can still highlight some interesting phenomena and
provide preliminary understanding of the PSD in datasets
where each item is treated independently.

Suppose that the pattern support distribution in a trans-
action dataset D satisfies a power-law relationship, which
can be written in the form:

ln(fD(X = x)) = a ln(x) + b, (4)

where fD(X = x) denotes the number of the patterns
whose support is equal to x in D. A sample ζ is randomly
drawn from D. Treating the pattern support distribution as a
continuous distribution enables the computation of absolute
support for a pattern z in ζ as:

SA(z, ζ)
|ζ|

≈ SA(z,D)
|D|

. (5)
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Figure 1. The influence of sampling on the
PSD in a dataset where the support of each
pattern is continually uniformly distributed

Under the assumption of uniformly distributed items, the
distribution of support values in ζ will approximate those
in D, with the match getting stronger as the sample size
increases. We can therefore make the approximation that:

fD(SA(z,D)) = fζ(SA(z, ζ)). (6)

Accordingly, the pattern support distribution in ζ can be
described by:

ln(fζ(X = x)) = a

(
ln(x) + ln

(
|D|
|ζ|

))
+ b, (7)

where the values of a and b will match those computed
in Equations 2 and 3 for D. Figure 1 shows the effect of
this based on the samples drawn from an artificially created
dataset where the support of each item is independent uni-
formly distributed. It clearly demonstrates that the influence
of sampling on the pattern support distribution can be pre-
cisely predicted by Equation 7, namely an affine shift along
the X-axis by ln(|D|/|ζ|). However, in reality the PSD of
a transaction dataset is discrete and the value of the abso-
lute support of a pattern in a transaction dataset has to be
a positive integer. As a result, each point in the PSD in ζ
is aggregated by (on the average) |D|/|ζ| corresponding se-
quential points in the PSD of D. Therefore, the number of
patterns whose absolute support is equal to a positive inte-
ger S′

A in ζ, approximately satisfies:

fζ(S′
A) ≈

|D|
|ζ|∑

i=1

f(SAi) = eb

|D|
|ζ|∑

i=1

(SAi)a. (8)

We can put bounds on this approximation very simply

Figure 2. The influence of sampling on the
PSD in a dataset where the support of each
pattern is discretely uniformly distributed

since S′
A/|D| ≈ SA/|ζ|, and so:

ln(fζ(S′
A)) = b + ln


|D|
|ζ|∑

i=1

f(SAi)


≈

eb

|D|
|ζ|∑

i=1

(SAi)a


= a ln(S′

A) + (a + 1) ln
(
|D|
|ζ|

)
+ b.(9)

Since S′
A − 0.5 ≤ |ζ|

|D|SAi < S′
A + 0.5 and a < 0,

ln
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|D|
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A
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and

ln


|D|
|ζ|∑

i=1

(SAi)a

− ln


|D|
|ζ|∑

i=1

(
|D|
|ζ|

S′
A

)a


< ln

(
|D|
|ζ|

)
+ a ln

(
1 +

1
2S′

A

)
. (11)

As can be seen in Figure 2, when the pattern support dis-
tribution is treated as a discrete distribution, the influence of
sampling approximately implements an affine transforma-
tion in log-log space that shifts the PSD of D by ln(|D|/|ζ|)
along the X-axis, then shifts it by ln(|D|/|ζ|) along the Y -
axis. Note that, as shown by Equations 10 and 11, the real
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behaviour of the influence of sampling is slight different to
the one shown by Equation 9. With a certain sampling ratio,
the closer S′

A is to 1, the steeper the slope in S′
A is.

Of course, in reality the support of each item is seldom
independent uniformly distributed in transaction datasets.
While there is very likely to be some correlation between
items within a dataset, and therefore possible correlations
within support distributions, this is not usually known to
the data miner; indeed this may be one of the features they
want to discover. We therefore consider the case of datasets
where each item support can be treated as if it has an inde-
pendent unknown distribution.

3.2. Independently distributed item sup-
ports

Suppose that a pattern z in D is randomly distributed
with an unknown distribution. For a given transaction t, the
pattern z is either a subset of t, or it is not. When randomly
sampling with replacement, the probability of a pattern z
being included in any given transaction in D is equal to its
relative support in D, i.e., SR(z,D), and the probability
that it is not included is 1− SR(z,D).

The absolute support of a pattern z in a random sample
ζ will follow a binomial distribution, with probability mass
function:

f(SA(z, ζ); |ζ|, SR(z,D)) =

C
|ζ|
SA(z,ζ)(SR(z,D))SA(z,ζ) ×

(1− SR(z,D))|ζ|−SA(z,ζ), (12)

where the absolute support SA(z, ζ) runs over all values
from 1 up to |ζ|.

Figure 3 shows the effect of randomly sampling: the ab-
solute support value SA(z, ζ) of a pattern z in ζ may not
equal the expected value, which is SR(z,D) × |ζ|. In par-
ticular, the binomial distribution is a discrete distribution.
In fact, these issues can significantly affect the values of
the parameters of the pattern support distribution in a sam-
ple. Given a sample ζ randomly drawn with replacement
from D, the patterns with support S in D will have the same
probability that their support in ζ is equal to certain support
value S′. Let (SA, y) be a point in the PSD of D, where SA

denotes an absolute support value, and y is the number of
patterns with that support. As the number of patterns with
the same support value increases, the distribution will tend
to be binomial. In this case the number y′ of patterns that
have absolute support SA in D and S′

A in ζ is:

y′ ≈ y f

(
S′

A; |ζ|, SA

|D|

)
= y C

|ζ|
S′

A

(
SA

|D|

)S′
A
(

1− SA

|D|

)|ζ|−S′
A

. (13)

Figure 3. The influence of sampling on the ab-
solute support value of a pattern

Let (S′
A, y′) be a point in the PSD of a sample ζ drawn

from a transaction dataset D. S′
A indicates an absolute sup-

port value in ζ. When the absolute supports of patterns in
ζ ideally follow their corresponding binomial distributions,
or yi tends to a very large positive number,

fζ(S′
A) ≈

k∑
i=1

(
fD(SA(i))f

(
S′

A; |ζ|, SA(i)
|D|

))

=
k∑

i=1

(
fD(SA(i))C |ζ|

S′
A

(
SA(i)
|D|

)S′
A

×

(
1− SA(i)

|D|

)|ζ|−S′
A

)
, (14)

where SA(i) is a particular absolute support value in the
original dataset D, and k is the maximum support value in
D.

4. Experimental studies

Four real transaction datasets are used in this paper.
All of them are widely used in data mining as benchmark
datasets2. The parameters of these datasets are summarized
in Table 1, where |I| indicates the number of items in the

2Available from the Frequent Itemset Mining Implementations
Repository (http://fimi.cs.helsinki.fi/data/) and the
UCI Machine Learning Repository (http://www.ics.uci.edu/
˜mlearn/MLRepository.html).
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dataset, |D| indicates the number of transactions, lmax in-
dicates the maximum length of patterns, and lavg indicates
the average length of patterns. The program for retrieving
the patterns and their corresponding supports in a dataset is
derived from the FP-growth algorithm3 [2].

Table 1. Parameters of the datasets
Dataset |I| |D| lmax lavg

Retail 16,470 88,162 76 10.3
Adult 29,035 48,842 15 15
Accidents 468 340,183 51 33.8
Pumsb 2,113 49,046 74 74

Figure 4. Observations on the PSDs in the Ac-
cidents dataset and its samples

Figure 4 shows the observations of the PSDs in the Ac-
cidents dataset and its samples. The first graph shows five
different sampling ratios: 0.01 (1%), 0.05 (5%), 0.1 (10%),
0.3 (30%), and 0.5 (50%). Each PSD shown is the mean
result of 30 trials. The log-log plots show the logarithm of
absolute support value against the logarithm of the number
of the corresponding patterns. The second graph shows the
mean results and the corresponding standard deviations of

3Available from http://fuzzy.cs.uni-magdeburg.de/

˜borgelt/fpgrowth.html

the PSDs drawn by two different sampling ratios: 1% and
50%.

The retrieval process does not identify every pattern in
any dataset, retrieving only those whose absolute support is
greater than 30. However, the absolute support ranges of the
pattern support distributions are different in a dataset and its
samples. Therefore, a fixed minimum relative support value
was used for the retrieval process, so that the shape devi-
ation could be explored in the same relative support range
for the PSDs in a dataset and its samples. For example, in
Figure 4, to allow easy comparison the PSDs only contain
the patterns whose relative support is greater than 0.044.

As can be seen, the shapes of the PSDs in the samples
are different to the one in the original dataset. This clearly
shows the existence of the influence of sampling and the
effect of sample size on PSD. Moreover, it suggests that,
with a certain sampling ratio, the part of the PSD with high-
support value has a lower standard deviation than the part
with low-support value. With the decrease in the sampling
ratio, the corresponding standard deviation grows and the
effect of the noise existing in the high-support value part of
the pattern support distribution is reduced.

The datasets described in Table 1 are further examined
for the purpose of practically verifying the analysis of the
influence of sampling. Although the pattern support dis-
tributions in the samples drawn from a dataset can still be
fitted into a straight line, the values of the slope and Y -
intercept of the straight line are different to those of the
original PSD. In addition, the influence of sampling varies
with sample size.

Although the degree of accuracy of estimation by sam-
pling mostly relies on the sample size taken, based on the
theoretical analysis and experimental studies presented in
this paper, a very large sample size may not be a necessary
condition for estimating the pattern support distribution in
the original dataset with a desired bias, as shown in Fig-
ure 5.

5. Conclusions

To identify the pattern support distribution in a dataset
requires discovering all patterns and their supports in the
dataset. This is very computationally expensive, since the
number of patterns in a dataset is often large. For the sake
of efficiency, sampling methods can be adopted to solve
the problem. Sampling can reduce the cost of retrieving
the patterns and their supports. However, at the same time,
sampling can also miscount patterns. As a result, the shape
of the PSD in a sample deviates from that of the original
dataset. In this paper, the influence of sampling on pattern
support distribution is investigated and evaluated. Studying
the influence is useful for efficiently and effectively estimat-
ing the original PSD from a sample instead of the original
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Figure 5. The influence of sampling on the
characteristics of the power-law relation-
ships in the PSDs in the four real datasets

dataset. As shown in the experimental studies, the influ-
ence of sampling on PSD has been demonstrated in four
real transaction datasets. The points with high supports in
PSDs in the four datasets have large support fluctuation and
this phenomenon affects identifying the true characteristics
of PSDs. The experimental studies clearly explores that the
support fluctuation in the high-support part of PSDs is sig-
nificantly reduced in samples. Thus, using sampling meth-
ods to estimate the characteristics of the power-law rela-
tionship in a PSD can also decrease the effect of noise on
the high-support part of the PSD.
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